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SENIOR PRESIDENT
SPEAKS AT FORUM
Defends Catholic School System at

Common Cause
"The history of the Catholic School
:n America has been one of continued progress in the face of attacks and persecutions which would
have ling since sounded its doom had
its mission been anything less than
divine." Thus spoke Joseph A. Corntier, the silver-tongued leader of the
Senior Class in an address given
Sunday evening at
the Common
Cause Forum at Franklin Union Hall.
It was a varied but appreciative audience to whom he spoke, and at all
times the talented collegian manifested himself to be a master of his
subject, and a B. C. man who had
profited immensely by the lessons inculcated by Fr. Donnelly in his "Art
of Interesting."
"In this day. however." he continued, "when her triumph would
seem almost complete, she is called
to face an attack far more serious
than any she has yet withstood, because it is aimed at that institution
whose existence is essential to the
continued progress of Catholicity.
namely, the parochial school." Mr.
Comber then proceeded to trace the
history of the parochial school in America, pointing out that its rapid
growth would not have been possible
if its principles had not been consistent with American tradition. He then
(xplained the reasons for the existence of the Catholic school, declaring that in no sense can it be considered as opposed to the public
school but simply as an institution
where the Catholic children can receive, in addition to the regular curriculum, training in religion, which
training the public school has not
been successful in introducing. Mr.
Comber also established that the prir. ary right in education is vested in
the parent and not in the State, the
State assuming such right only when
the parent fails in his duty.
The falsity of the charge that a
disproportionate amount of time was
given to purely religious instruction
was also pointed out by a chart showing the division of time in the elementary schools of the archdiocese
of Boston.
Mr. Comber closed with a protest
against the spirit of tampering with
the Constitution which is becoming
so marked throughout the country,

B.C. Puck Chasers
Conquer the West
College Teams are Easy for Eagles?Nichols Club
Defeated Twice in Thrilling Battles
The first two opponents were swept
into oblivion by the Eagle hockey
team on
its New York invasion.
West Point was met and vanquished
last Wednesday by the score of 9-1,
and Hamilton College was beaten
the next day 7-1. The first victory
was quite a feat in itself, but the
Maroon and Gold gathered even more
laurels when it maintained the same
jate of speed in conquering the Clinton institution by a one-sided score
en the very next day. B. C. never
showed to more advantage its superiority over mediocre teams than
it did in these two contests. The
Heights machine was fast, clean, and
(\u25a0lever, and surpassed both of its opponents in skating and stick-worn.
West Point has had rather an unsteady season, having shown flashes
of brilliancy, such as its victory over
Dartmouth, but again losing to lessHowever, it was
reput ed teams.
overwhelmingly dazzled by the Boston College array. Four minutes after the start of the first period Leo
hughes tucked one in for B. C, and
after that the Eagle registered so
many times that the Cadet goal-tend
had to lie taken out for a rest. Three
times per session for each of the
Giree periods Boston College made
tallies,
these through the clever
shooting

of

Len

Morrissey.

Foley,

Groden and Hughes.
It was only
as a last, dying effort that Marinelli
of the Army managed to slip one
through for West Point's sole score.
And so ended the first battle.?B. C.
9. Army 1.
The second game, which took place
in Clinton on Thursday, was almost
a replica of the West Point contest.
Boston College scored early and often. That tells the story in a few
words. B. C. was clearly playing
rings around its opponents and the
team-work and passing of the Boston aggregation was a puzzle that

the Hamilton collegians were unable to solve.
Hughes, Culhane,
Garrity and Morrissey were especially brilliant in this affair, although
the game was won through the merits of the entire team, rather than
through any individualities.
Dan Murphy played in both games,
assisting the steady Fitz in the net,
and showed up to advantage in each
Rocky Curry was
of the affairs.
back on the job for the Hamilton
game, and although it was only his
second start of the season, played in
his old form, and contributed to the
B. C. -coring.
Both games were
clean and fast, and the penalties
were few. hut the New York institution- took some lessons in the
gentle arr of hockey-playing as demonstrate' 1 ' by
the smooth-working
and fast-skating Boston College ice
team.

No. IS

B.C. TRACK MEN STAR
IN N. E. A. A. U. MEET
Eagle Speedsters Annex
Three Titles
Boston College tracksters annexed
three New England titles at the N.
K. A. A. U. Championships last Saturday night, while Ihey grabbed off
a number of second and third places
that swelled the B. C. points to no
mean total. The meet took on the
color of a B. C.-H. C. contest, for
these two rival Jesuit colleges swept
everything before them, and to a
'_ .eat measure the battle was between
tl emselves. Carroll was the individual star of the Purple, taking the
4 0 and 300 yard titles.
The final of the 40-yard da-sh was
a difficult affair to judge, as Carroll
f Holy Cross. Heap of Tech. and Forrest of B. C. burst the tape almost
simultaneously, but were picked by
the judges in the above order. Forrest. Kelly, and J. J. Sullivan survived to the semi-finals, but Forrest
was the only B. C. man to place in
the last call. The time was 4 4-5
seconds.
The 300 was a. battle to the finish.
When the final gun was sounded,
Kelly, Wilson and Sullivan, all of
Boston College, got away with Carroll and Mulvehill of H. C. and
Spitz, unattached.
In the head of
Mulvehill, who
however.
fight
the
winner,
a
fouled Kelly,
looked like
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 4)
<

Beats Nichols Twice
Boston Coiiege cleaned up her

two.-'tries with the Nichols Club of
Buffalo by defeating' the all-star aggregation Friday night 3-2 and Saturday \u25a0 ',-?>.
This firings the team
heme with a clean slate, and stamps
tie foreign invasion as a most successful expedition.
Both contests
were of a very keen order, and there
was hockey of the first quality, as
the calibre of the Maroon and Gold
t; am is v <-.'.'. known, while the NichoC Scxt?-. is composed of ex-Dartmouth stars. The club men were no
match for the collegiate opponents,
a- the scores testify, although neith\u25a0r
were -hey in the same class as
the West Point and Hamilton teams.
Both ela-hes of the weekend were
fast and hard-fought, and these victories stamp B. C. as the real championship tram of the East, regardless
of the claims of those who are un(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)
game

WEEKLY CALENDAR?MARCH 1-7
Thurs. ?Heights Issue No. 18 out today. Sophomore Sodality at 1.00.
Regular weekly meeting of the
Marquette. Boston College vs. B.

A. A.. Boston Arena.
Fri. ?First Friday of the month.
Sacred Heart Devotions. Assembly Hall and St. Mary's Chapel.
Senior Sodality.
Sat. ?I. C. 4A. Track Meet in NewYork.
Mon.?Freshman Sodality 1.00. Glee
Club rehearsal. Fulton trials for
the Holy Cross debate.
Tues.?Radio Club meeting 1.10.
Weekly entertainment. Assembly
Hall 1.15.
Boston College vs.
Holy Cross Basketball at Worcester.

Wed.?Junior Sodality 1.00. Fulton and Brosnahan Debating Societies meetings.
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is added. The dire condition of affairs in the South is due to a lack of
BOSTON COLLEGE WEEKLY competent teaching and the ignorance which exists consequent on this
Published on Thursdays during scarcity has resulted in a state of
the school year, by the students of lethargic repose
in which the South
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Bosreclining.
is
Thus
it is only by the
(67),
ton
Mass.
adoption of laws compelling teachers
Member of Eastern Intercollegiate to conform to certain standards that
Newspaper Association
the education in this country can be
raised.
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BETTER TEACHERS
It is a source of delight and gratification to all those desirous of raising the standards of education in this
country to discover that the state of
Pennsylvania and other states have
passed laws declaring that a teacher
must have had an elementary and
high school education and a certain
amount of direct training for that
particular profession. It is by such
improvements in the requirements in
that proession that the standards of
education throughout the country
can be raised.
The problem of education can be
overcome only by attacking it at its
source. It is the teacher that is responsible in a large degree for the
education of the child. Subjects of
themselves cannot be comprehended
by the mind of the child and they
demand clarification by a competent
authority. Now the only manner in
which a teacher may be fitted for
the proper promulgating of a subject is that he or she should have had
the proper training. The best way
in which this can be assured is by
making good training compulsory.

Massachusetts and other progressive states have long foreseen the
necessity of such an obligation. For
decades the law recently passed in
Pennsylvania has been on the statute
books of Massachusetts. To this law
this state owes in a large measure
its eminent position in the educational world, for its children are given
an excellent training in the fundamentals and then the superstructure

I

'as

well received by a most critical

audience.

A near riot was caused when Gerald Slattery untied his bag of jokes.
Jerry has ever been known as an entertainer of the nth power but those
who were indifferent towards the
musical renditions were thrown into
convulsions by Jerry's master wit.
Louis Tracey sang "My Buddy" in
a la -'JOHN CHARLES THOMAS"
style and then accompanied by the
band put over some of the popular
songs.
Community singing was in
order
when
the bell rang much to
MUSICAL CLUBS TO BE
sorrow
the
of
the student body. Mr.
HEARD IN PEABODY
Oleson promises that the standard of
these entertainments will continue
Jordan Hall Concert Almost Here
to be of high class and assures us of
another interesting
program
for
Upon hearing of the quality of the Tuesday.
concerts given by the Boston College
Musical Clubs. Peabody has asked to
'.e given the honor of listening' to
i'nd entertaining the members. The
WHO'S WHO?
leanest has been granted, and Easter
Monday, or a.liis verbis, April 2nd,
By Bill O'Brien
will find the members with all their
musical harness on. journeying by
THOMAS G. ECCLES '2.?
train to Salem and from the Witch
City to Peabody by auto. The program given will include selections by
When the 192;.; Sub-Turri is a
recently
rejuvenated
realization,
the
College Orthe name of "Tom" Ecihestra. After the concert, entercles will be made famous. Among
tainment the nature of which we the number of silent workers, who
may not divulge, because we do not burn the midnight oil at the Heights
know it, will be arranged for the in the preparation of the greatest
year book ever, is
members.
"Tommie," the
We wish to remind the student Fidtor-in-chief. Although not pubbody and other readers of THE licly proclaimed a hero, he has
HEIGHTS that the Jordan Hall Conworked hard ever since he entered
cert is very near at hand?March
college. It can be truly said of him,
18th. It you have not as yet com- that, "Still waters run deep."
:> Sited
"Tom,"
'he date to memory, do so
a native of Methuen,
::ow. Tickets will be placed on sale though a resident of Newton during
March sth at one and two dollars. the school week, was graduated from
ou need not be ashamed of inviting Methuen High School in 1918. He
; our sister,
for in its line, the conspent a year at Northeastern College
ert will be on a par with the exand in the fall of 1919 entered Boshibitions given by our hockey team. ton College.
When the drive for
If perchance, any student should the Building Fund started. "Tom"
know names of prospective patronesslent his eloquence to the occasion,
es or guarantors, submit those names and through his oratorical ability
10 any
musical club member or l elded very materially to the drive.
preferably to the Moderator. Mr. Then he exhibited his ability as a
Bouwhuis, S. J.. Professor of Freshscribe on THE HEIGHTS and was
man E. In the meantime start savelected to the position of Assignment
ing.
The question is not "shall I Editor. He has held this office for
buy a ticket." but "how many?"
two years. As a member of the Fulton,
he contributed greatly to the
society and served for a term as SecWEEKLY ENTERTAINMENT
letary. He ?\u25a0\u25a0> also a member of the
present Fulton Lecture Team.
Slattery Stars
"Tom's" ability has been recogWith the students crowded into nized and appreciated by the Class
of '23 and when the time came to
every available portion of the Assembly Hall, the first of the series til.point a man to publish the Subof weekly entertainments on Feb. 20, Turri. President Comber picked him
given by the senior class under the tc shoulder the task.
direction of George Oleson was reWe are sure that the faith, which
ceived with great appreciation.
the Seniors have in "Tom" is not
The presence of Joe Comber on the unfounded, and we are also sure that
platform assured success for the sensuch faith will follow him forever.
iors in their undertaking.
First in
the minds of all was the hockey
team and under the leadership of the
FOR FLOWERS
diminutive Cecil McGoldrick the
hall rocked with cheers for each
member of the team.
JOHN P. FITZGERALD
Pies. Reilly of Soph, was introAVE.,
23
HUNTINGTON
BOSTON
George
brought
duced by
Oleson and
down the house with his eccentric
Tel. Back Bay 6912
dancing. Mr. Tondorf. who followed
Special Rates to B. C. Students
displayed his Caruso qualities and
?

FITZGERALD

WHAT'S THE NEWS

ON THE HEIGHTS?
By Al Lashway
With apologies to the sporting department?B. C.'s hockey team defeated West Point.

West Point had

previously
Dartmouth,
defeated
which in turn had defeated Harvard.

Therefore?draw
sions.

your

own conclu-

The Freshmen have had a class
meeting in the Assembly Hall and
not an upper classman tried to disturb the tranquillity of the college

infants.

O tempora: a mores!

Joe Comber, he of many activities,
always seems to find time for something else. We wonder if he has a
secretary

for his voluminous corre-

spondence and if he attends all the
social functions to which he is in-

vited.
The Glee Club has arranged to give
a concert in Peabody on April 2.
The Glee Club will appear in connection with
the other musical
clubs.
As to baseball?our tall battery:
Mullowney and Sullivan: our short
selection: Kelly and Ward.

ALL seniors and others are hereby notified that Ed. Davis of Brighton and Boston College has lost one
The finder will
of his "points."
please return intact and reward will
be given in the form of an annual
subscription to THE HEIGHTS and

the Pictorial Review.
"Lane, go out and get the rest of
the class."
And Lane came in with McGovern.

It was practically the unanimous
decision of the Senior Class that enforced attendance at class on Friday was "an
Washington."

indignity

to

George

At the time of going to press,
"Glitch" Gormley was looking extremely pale. Good Old B. L. Dark is
(he answer.

Dress Clothes Renting

25% Discount to B. C. Students

READ

&

WHITE

111 SUMMER ST., BOSTON

Suits, Hats, Shoes, Shirts, etc.
Everything the latest

THE
ENGINEERS OUTPLAY
MAROON FIVE 28-18

NOTED ALUMNUS DIES

ASK ME

After an apparent recovery followed by a relapse from which he
never rallied, Irving J. Heath, one
of the most noted graduates of Boston College, finally succumbed to the
ravages of influenza at his home in
North Reading on Feb. 16.
ending
This
rather
sudden
to
was a complete shock
Mr.
many
Heath's
friends
thru'out
brought
and
to
country
the
a most untimely close a brilliant career. Upon receiving his degree of
A. B. in 1913, he returned and received the degrees of A. M. and Ph.
L. in successive years. He then attended Georgetown University Law
School and became a member of the
bar in the District of Columbia and
v/as rated as an expert in Patent
Law. He also served as Senior Cost
Accountant for the War Department
pnd as Special Accountant for the
Internal Revenue Bureau.
At the
time of his death Mr. Heath was professor of Accounting, Business Administration and Business Law at

(By George)

Clever passing and airtight defensive playing enabled Massachusetts
I stitute of Technology to win over
Boston College 28 to 18 in a closely
contested basketball game at the
new Tech gym. Friday night.
Technology opened the game by
tossing in a basket in the first half
minute of play and annexed six more
points before the Eagles found themselves and broke into the scoring
column.
The Maroon five then settled down
and by pretty team work and shooting caged seven baskets in a row.
This brilliant rally put Boston College in the front at half time but the
Engineers came back strong in the
concluding episode with a baffling
attack and piled up a substantial
Had which was maintained until the
last call.
Both teams gave fine exhibitions
of teamwork as well as clever individual playing.
The shooting of
Miller. Cook and Coleman of TechGeorgetown University.
nology was an outstanding feature.
When the war broke out, Mr.
7'ommy Murphy. Mooney and Hickey
Heath
enlisted in the army air serplayed their usual fine game for the
vice and after three months' study
Maroon and Gold.
was commissioned second lieutenant.
He was honorably discharged
23, 1923, after distinguished
on
Jan.
OLD ATHLETES RETURN
service thru'out the country.
During his collegiate career he
The course giving the degree A. was intimately connected with athM., which convened at the begin- letics in addition to being a fine
ning of the second semester has scholar.
He served as graduate
among its members several former manager during 1913-14. Few if
athletes of the Maroon and Old Gold. any more popular men ever attended
Eob Simmons, '19, former track cap- Boston College, which is demonstrattain, along with Jerry Deeley, '22,
ed by the fact that he was elected
distance star at the Heights for four permanent President of the Class of
years are among those taking the
1913.
post-graduate course.
Nat. Hasenfus and McKinnon of the Class of
JUNIOR SUB-TURRI COMMITTEE
'22 also intend to aid in the development of the young men of the
The Junior Sub-Turri Committee
nation in the near future'.
has been in session for the past few
weeks, and great strides have been
made towards the foundation of an
organization that will put the year
book "over the top" as it never was
means that any eye-glass
done before. This method of startwork, whether a lens, or
ing the book in Junior is intended to
a
replacement.
soldering
facilitate the organization in Senior.
work, or the repairing of
as it has been found by experience,
a frame, will be finished
that the Senior year is all too short
.accurately in one hour.
The
for this great undertaking.
working
proon
this
committee now
ject is composed of Messrs. Sheehan,
Barry,
Tribble,
Turnbull, Jones,
OPTICIAN
Dooling, Grady,
Mullin,
Wenners.
BOSTON Sullivan. Delaney and Kelleher.
455 LITTLE BUILDING,

"One Hour Service"

JOSEPH

ECKER

Beach 4 899

STANDARD
Open Saturday Evenings

HENRY H. SAYAGE

Tel. Conn.
&

SONS

Musical Instruments
Bought, Sold and Exchanged
Diamonds,Watches,Clocks

&

Jewelry

Books

Catholic

Books of Instruction
Devotion and Meditation
Prayer Books

Lives of the Saints
Novels and Juveniles

MATTHEW F. SHEEHAN CO.

All Kinds of Repairing Neatly

(Catholic Book Store)

Done and Warranted

17-19 Beach Street
BOSTON
MASS.

166 HANOVER ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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Dear George;
I have heard it said that you are
supposed to he an authority ou about
everything.
Now. friend George, I
have been a student at Boston College for nearly four years, but there
is one difficulty that I have never
been able to solve. Here it is. 'How
can one go through Boston College
without doing any kind of hard
work? George, if you can solve this
puzzle, you will have a friend for
life in
An other Senior.
HEIGHTS OFFICE
AT PRESENT
Dear Brother Senior:
Yours of the indefinite date received and the contents noted. No
doubt this apparently has caused
you many nights of deep anxiety
and pain, and I suppose that you
are awaiting my reply with breathless suspense. I am pleased that my
reputation for learning has reached
you and I assure you that you will
not be disappointed in me.
Now, Brother, there are many
various ways of spending your time
Among
while at Boston College.
some of the more noteworthy are
the following: If some poor unfortunate has committed a heinous
crime of some kind, and wishes to
perform a great penance, he may repent by consistently studying his
lessons, every night during his attendance at the Heights. However the
average man at B. C. leads a life
that is marked by excellent conduct,
and hence this method is not resorted to.
A custom that is gradually dying out is that which is known as
"listening." According to the rules
of the game,
the under-classman
makes sundry purchases, such as
"Esquimo Pies." chocolate bars and
Camel cigarettes. Armed with these
weapons, he seeks out a kindly disposed upper-classman; and when by
the use of these "placaters" he has
created an atmosphere of trust and
confidence, he '"listens" while aforesaid upper-classman relates the various idktsyneracies of the different
professors, their pet questions,?and
their pet answers.
If one is inclined to burglary, he
might break and enter the room of
his beloved professor, purloin the
ouestions or the examination,?and
adequately prepare himself for the
battle of wits on the morrow; but
this too "isn"t done."
However. Brother Senior. I have
yet to give a satisfactory answer to
your question as you stated it in your
plea to me. You wish to know how
one can go through Boston College
without doing any kind of hard
ATTENwork.
Are you ready?
TION! ?Since walking is a pleasant
pastime, enter the college by means
of the "West door, walk through the
Rotunda, and make your exit through
the East door.
?

Hoping that you will keep your
promise to be my friend for life, I

am

Yours for perambulation,
GEORGE.

WHY DON'T YOU STROLL?
Into the rotunda and spend a few
moments inspecting the
architectural qualities and beauty of
this part of the building?

pleasant

Into the Assembly Hall and view
statue of Fr. Gasson, S. J., the
man most instrumental in making
Boston College enjoy the prestige
that is now hers?
(he

Down to the board track and watch
our fleet-footed speedsters gather additional speed and courage under the
tutelage of Jack Ryder?
To the Hockey game tonight and
cheer our champ team on to victory;
Around to the Science Building
and become acquainted with the details and work required in the construction of a new science building?
Into the Assembly Hall and enjoy the entertainment given by
George's amateurs every Tuesday at
1.15?
Over to the Chapel on your Sodality day? Twenty minutes in company with our Blessed Mother will
make you feel better.
Up the Heights every morning during Lent and hear the mass said in
St. Mary's Chapel at ten minutes of

nine?
Around to Fr. Dore's public speakIt's both interesting and

ing class?
helpful.

FRESH-SOPH DEBATE
Arrangements for the FreshmanSophomore debate are now practically completed. The Freshman team
will be selected at the trials to be
held in the Fulton Room this week,
and their Sophomore competitors

will soon be known.
This is the first debate between
the two lower classes directly sponsored as an inter-class affair. Until
now all such contests have been taken up by the debating" societies, and
this departure from the usual custom is an innovation which will
prove more acceptable than the former plan. The interest already aroused by the members of both classes
indicates that the meeting will undoubtedly eclipse the annual JuniorSenior clash.
The Freshmen have a wealth of
oratorical talent who will force the
Sophomores to put forth their best
speakers if they wish to offer effective resistance. No greater triumph
could come to the first year men than
a victory over 1925. and therefore
every effort will be made to gain
success.

THE
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BASEBALL CANDIDATES
TURN OUT FOR

HEIGHTS

RADIO FLASHES

FIRST PRACTICE
Coach Henriksen welcomed a large
r.umber of diamond aspirants at the
initial practice for the entire squad
last Monday. Over a dozen veterans
of the 1922 outfit were on hand to
make a bid for places again, but they
will be hard pressed by new men,
among whom are many former prep
school stars. Capt. Mullowney tops
the list of twirlers. which includes
such men as Patten. Kelley. Vargus,
Lashway. McCrehan ?all men of varsity calibre?and Ballou, Sepka. Conway. Maloney, Welch. Clark and Ed
Mullowney. brother of the captain.
Eddie Phillips, who has worn the
mask for the past two seasons, is the
leading candidate for the receiver's
position, but he will have to be at
his best to outclass such men as
Frank Sullivan, Ward, the football
half-back; Ed Harrison, Al O'Neil
and Joe Green.
Infield candidates to the number
of 60 reported. Gus Whelan of last
year's nine is contesting for the initial sack with Len Morrissey of
fame. Second base has the veterans
Dowd and Mclntyre, and also Tom
Phillips, who alternated between this
position and left field a year ago.
Ted Palmer, a man of three years of
experience is showing the way to the
aspirants for shortstop. Prominent
among the latter is Paul Myron,
former interscholastic star,
who
played at St. Anselm's Prep in 1922;
"Huck" Finnegan of the track team
is another prospect who is shaping
up well, along with Bernie McManus, who was one of the top-notchers
among the schoolboys when playing
for B. C. High. A w«ll-balanced infield will be rounded out by a third
baseman to be chosen from a group
of contestants, chief among these being the diminutive Sonny Foley, and
Owen Gallagher, who filled in at the
hot corner while at B. C. H. Sonny
has completely recovered from the
injury he sustained last spring, and
is due for a great come-back on the

diamond.

The Radio Club is conducting an
extensive campaign for members.
The officers look forward to the day
when the entire student body will
be enrolled as associate members,
The meetings of the re-organized
club will be held, if possible, in the
Assembly Hall, on the first and third
Tuesdays of the month. If sufficient
interest on the part of the students
is shown several prominent Radio
engineers and scientists will speak
at the various meetings.
The service which the club will
render, in this line. Is immeasurable.
The increasing interest in Radio, due
to the broadcasting of musical and
other entertainments has become
manifest thruout the student body
and many will not fail to avail
themselves of this wonderful opportunity to become acquainted with
the fundamental principles of radio.
Don't forget? JOlN!

B. C. WELL REPRESENTED
EAGLE TRACK FLIERS
TO MEET OXFORD TEAM
IN I. C. A. A. A. A. MEET
Because of their excellent showing
College will wind up its
in the recent Millrose games in New
indoor track season Saturday night lork,
the two mile relay team of
when Coach Ryder will enter 18 of
Boston College will oppose Oxford
his best men in the I. C. A. A. A. A.
'"Jniversity over the same distance at
meet at New York.
The Maroon
the Penn. Relay Carnival. The time
will he represented in a one mile reBoston

lay race and will also participate in
the 880 and 440 yard runs, the clash-

the hurdles, and the field events.
The Eagles who will run the relay are Cavanaugh, Kirley, Mahoney,
and Welch. In the 880 Cavanaugh
Dillon. Finnegan. Kirley. and Mahoney will perform and in the 440
Dillon. Kelley. Mclntire, Bill Nolan,
.1 P. Sullivan and Frankie Wilson
uphold the honor of Boston College.
In the dashes Art Forrest and Joe
Sullivan will run and in the hurdle
(
ents Merrick, Reilley, and Mullen
will be seen in action. Billy Nolan
try.
will attempt to bring home the bacon in the running broad jump, his
HOCKEY CLUB SEND-OFF
old specialty, and Mullen will attempt the high jump as Flahive is
Capt. Ed. Garrity and his highThe powerful transmitter of the on the injured list with a bad ankle.
flying
Eagles were given an enthusiEagle's station, while in communicaJim Low will figure in one of the
astic send-off last Tuesday previous
tion with a distant station, encountshot put events.
to their departure for New York to
ered a little accident last Friday, at
play West Point, Hamilton and the
midnight. The grid condenser which
Nichols Club.
The entire studentnormally carries' but 1500 volts was MAROON BOWS TO
body
gathered
pay tribute to the
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Captain Melley was the non also boarded the flyer for the
The Radio Club prides itself on brightest star for the losers, caging Empire state.
the membership of Prof. T. Francis two of the prettiest shots ever seen
Burke. But it is only fair for Prof. on the (Spulingffield floor.
One qf
Burke to belong to the Radio Club these shots was made from the cenBEFORE BUYING YOUR FORD
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.Murphy also performed brilliantly,
Funderburk & Mitchell, Inc.
tossing in three field baskets and
counting five times from the foul
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Tomorrow evening the University
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line.
of Maine students will hear the outTelephone Brighton 3840
scintillated for Springfield.
come of the intercollegiate forensic
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J. Connolly. '24. and the Pine Tree
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The outfield presents a problem.
Not that we have a scarcity of capable gardeners; but there are so many
first-class ball-tossers in the list that
it will be a difficult matter for
Coach Henriksen to select the premier trio.
Every outfielder of last year's aggregation- is again in togs.
Chuck award the decision.
Darling reported in fine condition,
and is looked upon as the likely
centre-fielder. Tony Comerford, playWhen you are in town
ing his final year at the Heights,
looks better than ever while Frank
Wilson is showing the same form that
has won a regular berth for him the
past two season.
In addition to
these. Gormley, Al Ripley and Ed
and
Croke, substitutes in 1922. were on
hand to claim places. The new men
include such promising players as
Bill Cronin. varsity halfback and a
24 AVERY ST., HOTEL AVERY

es,

BRESS SUITS
TUXEDOS
TO

RENT

The Place to Eat
MOHAWK SPA
DINING ROOM

regular

at

Georgetown

two

years

and Ed Mulligan, erstwhile star
at B. C. High.
ago.

of 8 minutes 12 4-5 seconds turned in
by the B. C. runners in beating Syracuse convinced the authorities at
the Heights that the Eagle will be
able to hold its own in such a contest. Harvard will be the other American team to oppose Oxford. By
this decision to enter the two mile
event B. C. foregoes its claim to the
cue mile Class B championship which
it won for the last two years. In
Art. Kirley. Pat. Mahoney, and Edaie Murphy the Eagles have at least
three who compare favorably with
any of the distance stars in the coun-

BOSTON, MASS.
MUSIC

EVENINGS

Special

rates to

B. C. Men.

Latest Styles.
Best Service

Lowest Prices

Edward F. P. Burns Co.
Beach 3572

125 SUHHER STREET
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SPORTS
EAGLES CONQUER WEST
(Continued from Page 1)

settle the dispute by a
with the Maroon and Gold.
The cleverness of Gale, who tended the net for the Buffalo team, and
the steadiness of Fitzgerald of B. C.
in the goal, staved off many a shot
?n the earlier part of the first contest. However Hughes and Culhane
teamed up for the opening tally,
which came late in the first session,
and after the space of a minute Foley dropped another into the net.
At the close of the next frame Gowan of Nichols slipped one by "Fitz."
and was closely followed by Leo
Hughes who registered again for B.
C. There was no more scoring until
near the end of the game when Dann
n ade the second tally for the club
team. The skating and stick-work
of both teams was beyond reproach,
but without doubt the superior
team-play cf the Heights aggregation decided the contest.
In the second contest the superiority of the Boston College group was
clearly apparent after they got started.
The battle was a closed affair
until Foley started the scoring?four
minutes after the inception of the
second period. Here Nichols tightened up but their efforts to hold B.
C. were in vain. The Heights hockey six was not to be denied, and before the last curtain Garrity and
Culhane had each 'allied for Boston
willing

to

College.

The score does not really tell the
slory of the game, but it does indicate the prowess of B. C. and the
team comes home as a combination
that deserves the greatest of praise
for its steady and consistent playing
during the entire trip.

THROUGH THE
EAGLE'S EYE
The Hockey Situation
The long suspended hockey question has at last unravelled
itself somewhat when the Boston College puck shooters mowed down
the West Point Cadets, Hamilton College, and the Nichols Club of
Buffalo twice.
In the meantime the B. A. A., the only other undefeated team
around Boston and in the Eastern part of the country for that matter, suffered a setback from the Aura Lees.
The Maroon and Gold Sextet is now the logical choice as Collegiate Hockey Champion and whether or not its string of victories
is stopped in the coming B. A. A.-B. C. series its collegiate standing
is still secure.
After B. C.'s impressive showing in New York state the outcome oi: this series is pretty much a conjecture though it will serve
as a basis for comparison of the relative strength of Harvard and
Boston College.
And poor coach Rocque. either way he wins,
either way he loses.

Watch This Boy
Mahoney, the Joie Ray of B. ('. who startled the trackfollowers at the K. of C. Games is proving that his running is no
mere flash in the pan. At the Legion Meet he conceded a little too
much to a runner who has been fairly successful around Boston of
late and at that he almost caught his man at the tape but it was
at the N. E. A. A. U. that Bat proved himself as a champ.
The new 1000 yard N. E. A. A. U. champion has the natural
ability, the gameness. and above all the faculty of judging his
race just about right. Good luck Pat.
Pat

Boston College N. E. A. A. U. Champions
600 yards?H. H. Dillon
1 m. 18 4-ss.
1000 yards?Pat Mahoney
2m. 32 4-4s.
45 yards?\V. A. Reilly
6 2-ss.
Three out of ten places is not so bad. Track at the Heights
is flourishing under Jack Ryder. And the salient feature of his
coaching is the making of stars from green material.
More and more does it seem, true, especially in college sports
that men who have never participated in athletics before make
more durable athletes than high school stars who more often than
not are burned out before they reach the apex of their development.

E. C. STUDENTS CLAIM

CHAMPIONSHIP HOCKEY TEAM
At a reception tendered to their
victorious Hockey Team last Monday
the
body
student
unanimously
claimed the best Hockey Team in the
country, an unsmirched record as
the cause for their action as well as
the willingness of the JB. C. team to
meet any opponent in the world. Be
at the Arena tonight to cheer the
team on to a Big Victory over the
I). A. A.

Merrick Likely

to Lower World's

Record

Lately the track stars are showing an absolute disregard for
records and Bob Merrick feels that there is at least one that isn't
what it might be. Bob equalled the world's record for the 45 yard
hurdles at the K. of C. Meet but isn't contented with a joint holding.
Now we look to see this mark of six seconds lowered almost anytime for Bob is an example of Ryder's "developing system" and he
can step over a fairly high fence pretty easy too.

B.C. TRACK MEN STAR
IN N. E. A. A. U. MEET
(Continued from Page 1)

and put the B. C. lad and himself
out of the race.
Prank Wilson
grabbed a close second for Boston
College in the event.
When the hurdles came off there
was a good deal of surprise in the
ranks of the spectators, for Bob Merrick was in third place. There was
an explanation for this however. The
heel of Merrick's shoe slipped off at
the first hurdle, and he was lucky to
be able to keep going at all. In this
event William "Goose" Reilley of
1925 distinction, added to his laurels by copping the title, with Merrick third.
The time was slow?
6 2-5 sec. Then came a clever exhibition in the 1000. Art Kirley set
a hectic pace for about five laps but
evidently burned himself out. Still
B. C. was never headed in this affair. Cavanaugh immediately grabbed the lead and looked good until
Pat Mahoney uncorked a surprising
s*>rint that carried him to the tape
with Cavanaugh in third place.
Time 2.22 4-5.
In the "Wriggley
as
polloi
Race."
the hoi
call the walk
event, Ed Murphy failed to uphold
his title of 1922, but was forced to
be content with a third place.
But all this was leading up to the
soul-stirring spectacle of the 600. It
was easily the best race of the night,
4-5. equalled
and the time?1.18
that of Koppisch in the "Gaston
COO" last Thursday. Louis Welsh of
B. C. went into the van until the
last half-lap. closely pursued by
Tiarney of H. C, and Bhil Dillon of
l-j. C, but was finally headed by
Then came a surprise.
Tierney.
Tierney took a cramp in the last
twenty yards, and wilted like a hard
collar at a summer dance. His was
a
complete
fadeout. and Dillon
iumped to the fore to break the tape
tor the 600-yard title of New England.
It was a pretty cleanup for Boston
College, and it appears that the Eagle
has at last found the true strength
of its wings.
Three championships
and a flock of places is by no means
a lowly collection for one evening's

work.
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MISINTERPRETED
"Why so happy this morning?"
"The dean says I won't have to
write home for money any more."?
Wisconsin Octopus.
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MAHONEY RUNNER-UP
IN CASEY MILE

Jordan Marsh
Company

REMOVAL
NOTICE
of our

Men's Clothing
Sections
The following selling
sections, formerly in our
Main Store, have been
transferred to the Shuman

Building:

Men's Clothing
Young Mens
Clothing
Youth's Clothing
Men's Shoes
Men's Hats
Automobile
Clothing
"THE

ABOVE SECTIONS have been
merged with the similar
sections in our new
STORE FOR MEN
in the Shuman Building
Stocks are much larger
than either store has carried previously

Williams on account of an accident,
Boston College did not fare as well
at the American Legion Games is it
v/as expected to.
Nevertheless in
spite of these odds, the Maroon was
a prominent figure at this great
.gathering of stars with Pat Maooney,
Boston's greatest little miler placing
second in the open mile handicap
from scratch and with Gerald O'Connor and Louis Welch winning second
and third places respectively in the
BSO yard handicap.
The relay race with Williams was
a heart-breaker. Williams, entering
in the track one of the best relay
teams in New England furnished the
Eagle with the keenest kind of competition up to the third relay. At
this point the Maroon's chances of
\ictory went up in smoke when Phil
Dillon had the hare! luck of falling
down, putting the flying Ephraimites
far into the lead which was the race.
The time was 2.50.
Pat Mahoney, winner of the Casey
Mile ran from scratch against 12
competitors and put up a battle royal
with A. P. Pritcher for first honors
but was forced into second place.
The manner In which Pat plowed
through the parade of competitors
and sprinted at the finish was inspiring and thrilling.
Fritcher finished
up in 4.33 2-5 min.
In the final heat of the 50 yard
handicap Arthur Forrest of Boston
College was second and had it not
been for a bad start he might have
won the event.
In the first semifinal in these dashes Forrest traveled
the prescribed distance in the best
time of the afternoon, 5 4-5 sec. The
winner in this number was Charlie
Carroll of Holy Cross.

-

433 Market Street,

Brighton

Pennants
Arm Bands
Down Town Prices

THE THIRD OF THE NEW

**

Mr. Smith?Well?
"Here's a box of matches."?Penn
State Froth.

MAGINNIS

IN

STATIONERY

BOSTON, MASS.
We specializein Catering for all occasions
Tel. Brighton 71099
Tel. Richmond 811

WALSH

100 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON
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BERNARD MALONE
CONTRACTOR
MASS.

BROOKLINE,
"

I

Excavating, Blasting, Foundation, Grading, Connecting Subway

WALSH BROTHERS
BUILDERS
MASS.

CAMBRIDGE,
General Contractors
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?
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Structure
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WITHOUT DRIVERS
REASONABLE FLAT RATES
UNLIMITED MILEACE
Also Limousines For Hire
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WHERE B. C. MEN
Geo. A. Warren,
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DRESS SUITS
SPECIAL RATES

Croston&CarrCo.
87 Summer St.
BOSTON

Tel. Brighton 20
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Wholesale and Retail
92 WASHINGTON STREET
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Supplies

EVERYTHING
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ARCHITECTS

SPECIAL PRICES ON
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{Boston College Group!

A TIMELY TENDER
Office Kay?Mr. Smith. I heard
Mr. Louder say that he was going to
give you a box of cigars I'or your

birthday.
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THE SCIENCE BUILDING |

Running under a disadvantage of
heavy handicaps in several of the
big numbers and losing all chances
of winning over the relay team from

Samuel Narcus
Wellington Caterer
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